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Mixed competence

European Union vote

The European Union and its Member States (EUMS) would like to thank the Republic of Zimbabwe and the Republic of South Africa for their work during the past years.

The EUMS would like to recall that the Codex Alimentarius Commission approved the new work on the definition for 'biofortification' and endorsed at the same time the recommendation of the CCEXEC70 to request CCNFSDU to clarify how the definition would be used and where it would be best placed. This recommendation was made to address the concern on how the definition would be used in Codex.

However, at CCNFSDU40 the Committee could not address these questions and agreed to: (i) hold the definition for biofortification at Step 4; and (ii) forward the definition to CCFL and request CCFL:

• To consider if the definition would meet their intended needs; and
• To clarify the intended use of the definition and where the definition would be best placed.

At the 45th session of CCFL in Ottawa, 13 - 17 May 2019, this issue was discussed, focussing on the intended use of the definition and where it would be best placed before discussing whether the proposed definition met the needs of CCFL. CCFL45 concluded that the Committee acknowledged the tremendous work done by CCNFSDU, but agreed that current labelling texts were adequate for CCFL purposes and there was no need for a definition on biofortification in the context of food labelling.

Following this, CAC42 clarified that work on the development of the definition on biofortification, was the responsibility of CCNFSDU, which should further discuss the issue and consider discontinuation following feedback from CCFL.

The EUMS would like to reiterate that a clarification on the placement of the definition and how it would be used is a pre-requisite for meaningful discussions on the development of a definition and that the term “biofortification” is not used in any of the Codex texts adopted or texts in the step process that are under the remit of CCFL. Finally, the EUMS note the recent updating of the WHO information on biofortification and consider that useful concepts and definitions for biofortification have been provided at international level.

Consequently, and as CCFL concluded that there is no need for this definition in the context of food labelling, the EUMS consider that the work should be discontinued.

Notwithstanding this, the EUMS recognise that foods that have increased levels of essential nutrients can contribute to improve the nutritional status. The absence of a Codex definition of biofortified foods does in no way hinder the development, production or marketing of such foods. This includes the possibility to inform about increased nutrient levels if the conditions to make the respective nutrient claims are met.
MALI

La présentation de ce document de travail a suscité des questions, commentaires, observations et contributions ci-après :

Le Mali remercie le Zimbabwe et l’Afrique des Sud Co-présidents du groupe de travail électronique pour la préparation du document, soutient le texte proposé et son avancement aux prochaines étapes de la procédure.

**Justification** : La définition telle que proposée offre une compréhension commune du terme et permet aux pays de déterminer le processus qui peut être utilisé pour l’enrichissement en éléments nutritifs. La définition proposée de la biofortification distingue le processus des autres formes d’enrichissement en éléments nutritifs comme l’enrichissement des aliments classiques. La définition tient compte de tous les critères convenus.